COMPANY PROFILE

RELIABLE SOLUTIONS, QUALITY RESULTS

OUR COMPANY
SIX DECADES OF LEADERSHIP
Founded in 1953, Environmental Air Systems,
LLC has over 6 decades of experience in
providing Best in Class Mechanical HVAC
solutions for a variety of Commercial and
Mission Critical applications.

Environmental Air Systems in 1972

INNOVATION AND DEDICATION
Environmental Air Systems prides itself in
our ability to offer customers a vertically
integrated offering capable of satisfying a
wide compliment of needs. In conjunction
with our mechanical contracting expertise, we
specialize in highly engineered modular offsite construction applications.

DRIVEN BY QUALITY
Our capabilities start with a total commitment
to excellence and quality in all that we do.
We pride ourselves in providing high-quality
design build/assist HVAC solutions for both
the mechanical contracting and off-site
construction custom equipment markets
covering a variety of customer needs.

LOCATIONS
Our combined North Carolina facilities equate to
over 350,000 square feet and house our sheet metal
and pipe fabrication, construction prefabrication,
structural and custom equipment fabrication,
building controls and service support, as well as
our engineering and business support teams. Our
capacity to service customers is one of the largest
and most vertically integrated in the industry.

CAPABILITIES
CONSTRUCTION
Engineering & BIM
Design Build/Design Assist
Mechanical Equipment & Infrastructure
Piping & Plumbing Fabrication
Sheet Metal Fabrication

MANUFACTURING
Air Handlers
Central Utility Plants
Penthouses
Data Centers
Super Skids
Electrical Solutions

BUILDING AUTOMATION SYSTEMS
SERVICE & SUPPORT

CONSTRUCTION
With decades of experience and unwavering dedication to providing the highest
quality HVAC Systems in the market, EAS has become the leading mechanical
contractor in the Southeast. We pride ourselves on providing high quality, energy
efficient, and sustainable design build and design assist HVAC Solutions for a
variety of customer needs and market segments.

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT
& INFRASTRUCTURE

PIPING & PLUMBING
FABRICATION

EAS has installed full mechanical systems and
other infrastructure projects since the 1970’s.
We offer a full HVAC Mechanical and Controls
solution for a variety of applications and for the
most discriminating of customer applications
and needs.

We offer a complete range of piping and plumbing
services both in the field and engineered prefabricated sections. Our pre-fabrication shop
gives us the flexibility to assemble many
components of the system before shipping to the
job site, thus resulting in increased productivity
and lower installation costs. EAS can handle any
piping project, large or small, simple or complex.

SHEET METAL
FABRICATION

ENGINEERING
& BIM

Custom ductwork is our specialty. Much of
our duct is formed almost entirely by special
fabrication machines that minimize fabrication
by hand, drastically reducing contamination and
time. Our sheet metal shop sets the benchmark
above SMACNA standards, producing the highest
quality fabricated and installed systems to the
end user.

We are a full-service design build/design assist
contractor. Our licensed Structural and Mechanical
Engineers assess project requirements to
formulate an innovative and energy efficient
solution for each client. Utilizing state of the art
BIM 3D platforms, our team will design a highly
detailed mechanical system to fit your needs,
including full coordination support with all trades.

MANUFACTURING
We are proud of our reputation as the nation’s premier custom build off-site
equipment manufacturer, who coined the term “off-site construction.” Our state
of the art and fully integrated solutions for mechanical, electrical, and plumbing
infrastructure will cut lead times, create efficiencies in scheduling, and minimize
installation time all while reducing overall cost, liability, and risk.
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AIR HANDLERS

PENTHOUSES

Designed to the customized needs of the exact
project application. EAS always uses the highest
quality materials for construction, made of
aluminum with a foam core panel and true “No
Through Metal” extrusions. Our AHU’s can be
pre-piped, pre-wired and pre-controlled to save
installation time and overall cost, and improve
the quality and maintenance of the completed
product.

These factory fabricated self-contained systems
provide reduced field installation costs and
schedule certainty. Penthouse designs can
integrate more equipment into one single unit
design, thereby reducing valuable building
square footage while maintaining critical service
and maintenance access. Pre-commissioning and
system checks can be performed in our plant
prior to installation.

DATA CENTERS

CENTRAL UTILITY PLANTS

Expandable computing units are designed to meet
F3 wind rating, offer seismic design flexibility,
and are Tier 2/3/4 configurable. The OSC Process
enables on-demand planning and investments
- less than six months to pre-construct, deliver,
and reassemble on site.

Our Central Utility Plants can include chillers,
boilers, generators, cooling towers, electrical,
controls and ancillary equipment. Pre-designed
and pre-fabricated configurations allow for easy
install and integration, saving time and cost on
the job site.

MECHANICAL & ELECTRICAL SUPER SKIDS
A variety of Super Skids meet the most demanding design criteria. Our solutions can be provided as a
skid that can be set into place, or as a completely enclosed package suitable for outdoor use.

BUILDING AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS
Our subsidiary company, Envirotrol, LLC, has over 25 years of experience in Controls
and Service, possessing both the knowledge and capability to exceed expectations
for your facility’s needs. Their flexible facility management solutions combined
with a proven track record of success allows them to offer services that better
equip you to Control, Operate, Optimize, and Maintain building performance.

ETROL360°
ETROL360° is the primary interface for your Building
Management System. This graphical HMI is designed for
each individual project and is completely customizable to
match the needs and routines of your system operators.

Since this interface was designed by and for facility
operators, ETROL360° is the complete package for
providing critical data at your fingertips, preventing costly
downtime and loss of revenue.

SOLUTIONS PARTNERS
Envirotrol’s approach to Building Automation Solutions is unique. We have established Best-in-Class
partnerships that provide tools which allow us to design a solution that addresses the individual needs
and requirements of our customers.

Recognized System
Integrator

Partner

Authorized System
Integrator

Certified Installer
and Integrator

Rockwell Automation

Genetec

Distech Controls

Exertherm

Rockwell Automation is the
world’s largest company
dedicated to industrial
automation and information,
utilizing globally-known
products, software and
services carry brands like
Allen-Bradley® and Rockwell
Software®.

Security Center incorporates
access control, video surveillance,
automatic license plate recognition
(ALPR), communications, and
intrusion detection. It provides
enhanced situational awareness,
improved operational efficiency,
and increased productivity by
showing you the bigger picture.

An innovation leader in
energy management
solutions, Distech Controls
provides unique building
management technologies
and services that optimize
energy efficiency and reduce
operating costs.

Exertherm is a system
specifically designed to
provide hotspot detection
via Continuous 24x7 Thermal
Monitoring of critical
electrical connections,
predicting and identifying the
exact location of the problem
long before failure.

ON-SITE UL PANEL SHOP
Envirotrol’s facility houses a UL 508A
Industrial Control Panel Department
to manufacture all panels used in our
controls projects. Functioning as a subcontractor for panel construction to
other controls contractors demonstrates
our excellence in panel construction.

SERVICE & SUPPORT
Envirotrol’s HVAC Service and Support solutions can help you reduce owning
and operating costs for one facility as well as thousands. Whether it’s startup,
preventative maintenance or emergency service, our diversely talented and
knowledgeable technicians give you the competitive advantage of a partner that
understands and services your entire building system.

SERVICE SOLUTIONS
With an extensive knowledge of building
systems, Envirotrol has grown to be one of the
premier maintenance and service providers in the
industry. Clients turn to Envirotrol for ongoing
support and occasional service, with customized
maintenance programs that help optimize
equipment performance and maintain design
efficiency.
»
»
»
»

Proficient with all major equipment manufacturers
Fully licensed for HVAC and Electrical work of any type
Safety record that outperforms the national average
An Energy Star® partner

Envirotrol
has
qualified
technicians
and
operations staff to support all aspects of
Operations and Maintenance in client facilities.
The expertise provided can reduce equipment
downtime, improve reliability and efficiency,
protect your investment, improve employee or
tenant comfort and productivity, and minimize
energy consumption.
»
»
»
»

Collaborator with Duke Energy as a Trade Ally for incentives
Liebert Authorized Factory Service provider
Knowledgeable and professional technicians
24/7/365 Service

With energy costs continuing to rise and HVAC equipment
consuming an average of 50% of building utilities, maintaining
your HVAC system is crucial to your bottom line.

MAINTENANCE
Envirotrol can provide you with a customized maintenance contract, ranging from preventative to full
coverage. The service team will work with you to design an operations and maintenance program to
fit any facility’s needs. Designing ongoing maintenance to the specific systems in your building gives
you peace of mind knowing that your facility is operating at peak efficiency.

We think

Nationally
and act

Locally

SAFETY
The EAS Safety Team is dedicated and committed to a safe working environment.
This team is managed by a devoted, full-time team of safety professionals with a
host of safety programs and employee training, which is supported by an annual
budget in excess of $1M. As a result, EAS prides itself in maintaining one of the
lowest Experience Modification Rates (EMR) in the industry.

COURAGE TO CARE PLEDGE

“I have the Courage to Care. This means those I work with will have
my back, and I will have theirs. I will shield myself and my team from
harm. I will take action to keep them safe, by fixing an unsafe situation,
addressing an unsafe behavior, or hitting the stop button. In turn, I will
have the courage to accept the same actions from my coworkers, who
care enough to correct my path. On my watch, we will all go home safe
to our families every day.”

PROGRAMS & TRAINING
Complete PPE Program & Training
Think 5x5 for Safety
Take 5 seconds and 5 steps back to reflect on
the safety of any workplace

Essentials Job Site Measurement Program
Scheduled Job Site Safety Audits
STA Programs - Safety Task Analysis
Instant Communication of Incidents

HITS - High Intensity Training for Safety

Thorough Accident Investigation & Reporting

10 & 30 Hour OSHA Training

Comprehensive Safety Program Manual

New Employee Orientation

Stretch & Flex Program

Daily Tool Box Talks

Drug Testing for all Employees

PROJECT DELIVERY
EAS takes pride in providing the highest quality solutions for any facility. From
Project Approach to Project Execution, every aspect of the job is well thought
out and caters to the specific needs of each customer. Thorough processes are
followed to ensure that all requirements are met and exceeded from start to
finish.

PROJECT APPROACH
Plan-Spec

Design-Assist

Design-Build

With decades of experience in
construction projects, we will
review plans and specifications
to determine the lowest possible
cost and build per design.

We work closely with the design
and construction team to clarify
the operational benefits and
review alternate options based on
price and performance.

These projects bring together
the owner, architects, general
contractors,
engineers,
and
other trades to meet the owner’s
requirements for the process.

Integrated Project Delivery

Lean Production & Construction

Being able to integrate all the resources for one
company is a task, and we regularly participate
in collaborative design and planning processes to
accommodate the unique needs of each project.

Since we manufacture most of our own systems,
we have implemented Lean methods to reduce
cost and inventory in our shops. As a “just-in-time”
manufacturer, planning is a critical part of our process.

PROJECT EXECUTION
Acquisition

Execution

»»
»»
»»
»»

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Qualify - Go/No Go
Estimate the Project
Value Engineering
Price the Project

Planning
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Contract / Scope Negotiation
Turnover Meetings
Labor Validation
Construction Budget
BIM / Detailing
Prefabrication Plan
Purchasing, Material & Site Plan
Manpower / Productivity Plan

Prefabrication
QA/QC Plan
Project Billings
Productivity Management
Material Management
Manage Subs & Vendors
Cost to Complete Forecasts
Change Order Management

Closure
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Start-Up
Commissioning
Closeout Meeting
Turnover to Service
Lessons Learned

QA / QC
Having successfully completed many projects in hyper quality controlled environments such as the
pharmaceutical and mission critical industries, EAS has adopted many quality assurance and quality control
(QA/QC) procedures that match or surpass the rigorous validation processes required for FDA approval.

PROJECT PROFILE

Project Type
Construction
Market
Data Center
Facility
Phase A - 135,000 sf
Phase B - 145,000 sf

EMC
RTP, North Carolina
EAS was the mechanical contractor for EMC’s
new data center and electronics lab. EAS was
contracted to provide the HVAC ductwork, piping,
plumbing, and manufacturing of the mechanical
mezzanine, as well as the Central Chiller Plant that
was manufactured off-site by EAS. EAS worked
directly with the engineer during the design phase
in order to meet the 10-month construction
schedule. Each phase included about 80,000 sf of
raised floor space.
Project Details:
»» 10 Month Schedule
»» 2 Phases - A&B
»» Off-Site Chiller Plant, Custom Air Handlers
»» CUP A - 5,400 Tons and (17) EAS Custom AHU’s
»» CUP B - 6,000 Tons and (18) EAS Custom AHU’s
»» Primary / Secondary Pumping, Overhead Cooling
Tower & all Structural Steer
»» Custom AHU’s - indoor & outdoor
»» 3.2 Million CFM Air total
»» Controls & Electrical for CUP Only

PROJECT PROFILE

Project Type
Construction
Market
Research
Facility
Office / Labs
453,475 sf

PROJECT OASIS
RTP, North Carolina
Project Oasis was a fast pace design assist
scenario in which all trades involved worked two
shifts, six days per week. EAS worked with the
architect, engineer, and construction manager to
complete the design in one month followed by a
four-month construction cycle. The work scope
included near complete renovation of AC systems
in (2) four-story buildings including installation
of 18 R&D Labs and custom designed pumped
refrigerant server lab systems. Utilizing off-site
pipe fabrication for the replacement of chiller plant
systems in each building including cooling towers
allowed for completion within a 30-day window.
EAS coordinated with Envirotrol to replace and
implement a complete digital controls system
integration. The successful team effort allowed for
both buildings to be fully used on the scheduled
move-in date.
Project Details:
»» 5 Months Complete Construction Schedule
»» 109,310 total man hours
»» 750,000 lbs of Duct
»» 60,000’ total Pipe
»» 2) 1500 Ton Chiller Plants (N+1)

PROJECT PROFILE

Project Type
Manufacturing
Market
Entertainment
Facility
Multi-Purpose Sport Facility
850,000 sf

NEWARK ARENA
Newark, New Jersey
The arena is an 18,000-seat multi-purpose facility
that is home to the National Hockey League and a
Major Indoor Soccer League. EAS was contracted
to construct the penthouse, and construction
occurred concurrently with arena construction
schedule. The scope of work was to provide all the
layout, coordination, and manufacturing of the
entire penthouse in the High Point, NC fabrication
plant.

Project Details:
» 17 section penthouse
» 6,100 sf penthouse
» Cooling towers located about penthouse

PROJECT PROFILE

Project Type
Manufacturing
Market
Healthcare
Facility
Hospital - 321,000 sf

AULTMAN HOSPITAL
Canton, Ohio
EAS was contracted to design, construct, and
install a 14,000 sf mechanical penthouse with
central utility plant and air handling units. To control
overall project schedule and cost, the penthouse
was constructed off-site at the EAS plant. The
penthouse was designed, constructed, tested,
dismantled, and shipped to the final location in 40
bottom sections and 36 top, or “hat” sections.

Project Details:
» Nominal 455,000 CFM System was approximately
14,000 sf in footprint and 16’ high
» Saved the hospital 3-4 months on construction
schedule
» Estimated man-hours: 120,000
» Actual man-hours expended: 59,897

PROJECT PROFILE

Project Type
Total Systems Integration
Market
Data & Technology
Facility
Research, Office / New Construction
400,000 sf

PPD
Wilmington, North Carolina
PPD is a leading global provider of discovery
and development services and products for
pharmaceutical, biotechnology, and medical device
companies. The 14-story structure features two
levels below grade parking, a health club, data
communications center, 600-person capacity
conference room as well as the two upper floors
designated as Mechanical Equipment penthouses.
Envirotrol Services
» Total HVAC System Integration of a Trane
Chiller Plant
» Bell & Gossett Pumping system package
» Air Handling Units
» VAV Units
» Exhaust Fans
» Caterpillar Generators
» Smart Fuel storage & delivery system
» Complete Lutron Lighting Integration
control for the entire facility
» Power equipment integration
» Includes a total of 8 building controllers 		
and approximately 600 field devices as
well as an Enterprise Automation Server

		

PROJECT PROFILE

Project Type
Commercial Building Management System
Market
Biotechnology
Facility
Research Lab / Renovation
242,000 sf

WEXFORD
Winston Salem, North Carolina
Wexford’s facility is the first building in the
Piedmont Triad Research Park (PTRP), one of the
largest US urban life science research parks with
approximately 145 developable acres, supporting
an estimated six million square feet of space.
This multipurpose biotechnology research and
innovation center consists of wet labs, classroom
space, a conference center, offices and a business
accelerator.
Envirotrol Services
Full BACnet controls system to interface with
factory provided controls on building equipment.
All systems are interfaced to a Niagara web-based
HMI for a user-friendly operations interface and
energy monitoring system.
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

100% Outside AHUs
Boilers
Chillers
Variable Frequency Drives
700+ Chilled Beam Systems
VAV Units
Fan Coil Units

AFFILIATIONS
AISC

The American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) is a technical institute and trade association established in 1921 to serve the
structural steel design community and construction industry in the United States.

NC Department of Insurance

EAS is validated by the State of North Carolina Department of Insurance Manufactured Building Division. This validation assures that
our manufactured modular units are constructed and installed in accordance with federal standards and regulations.

CSIA

The Control System Integrators Association (CSIA) seeks to enable industries everywhere to have access to low-risk, safe and
successful applications of automation technology. Companies that are CSIA Certified have demonstrated the highest level of
professionalism and excellence.
Envirotrol is proud to be a CSIA Certified Member

7x24 Exchange

7x24 Exchange is the leading knowledge exchange for those who design, build, use and maintain mission-critical enterprise
information infrastructures. 7x24 Exchange’s goal is to improve end-to-end reliability by promoting dialogue among these groups.

ISA

The International Society of Automation (ISA) is a professional association that sets the standard for those who apply engineering
and technology to improve the management, safety, and cyber security of modern automation and control systems used across
industry and critical infrastructure.

ISPE

The International Society for Pharmaceutical Engineering (ISPE) is the world’s largest not-for-profit association serving its Members
by leading scientific, technical and regulatory advancement throughout the entire pharmaceutical lifecycle.

NCHEA

The North Carolina Healthcare Engineers Association (NCHEA) is a nonprofit association dedicated to serving and promoting the
healthcare engineering profession.

ASHRAE

The American Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) advances the arts and sciences of heating,
ventilation, air conditioning and refrigeration to serve humanity and promote a sustainable world.

IFMA

The International Facility Management Association (IFMA) is a local source of facility management education, information, and
interaction, IFMA chapters bring the association’s vast resources directly to you.

PT CREW

The Piedmont Triad Commercial Real Estate Women (PT CREW) is a local chapter of CREW Network, a national organization formed
to support communication, networking and interaction among commercial real estate specialists with a specific concentration on
promoting women within the commercial real estate industry.

ISNetworld

ISNetworld is a contractor database that maintains safety, insurance, quality, and regulatory information on contractors and
suppliers. ISN streamlines these processes, saving time and improving safety standards. Communicating requirements through ISN
results in lower incident rates and higher compliance numbers.

ServiceChannel

ServiceChannel is a cloud-based service automation platform where facilities management professionals and commercial contractor
partners can connect, collaborate efficiently, and benefit from the experience, creating an industry standard way of communicating
and capturing data.

Avetta

Avetta (formerly PICS) connects the world’s leading organizations with qualified suppliers, contractors, and vendors, bringing
unmatched visibility through cloud-based technology and human insight. As a result, Avetta fosters sustainable growth for a
business, as well as a supply chain.

CONTACT - EAS
HEADQUARTERS

RTP OFFICE

250 Swathmore Avenue 7311 ACC Boulevard
Raleigh, NC 27606
High Point, NC 27263
(919) 256-6500

(336) 273-1975

RALEIGH OFFICE

MANUFACTURING

525 Pylon Drive
Raleigh, NC 27606

623 McWay Drive
High Point, NC 27263

(919) 341-0597

(336) 861-0047

CONTACT - ENVIROTROL
CHARLOTTE

RALEIGH

HEADQUARTERS

GREENVILLE

250 Swathmore Avenue
High Point, NC 27263

1 Marcus Drive, Suite 303 1600 Cross Beam Drive
Greenville, SC 29615
Charlotte, NC 28217

7311 ACC Boulevard
Raleigh, NC 27617

(336) 273-9587

(864) 322-7480

(877) 467-2978

CLICK
www.easinc.net
www.etrol.net

(704) 817-1300

CONNECT

CALL
336.273.1975

CLICK
easinc.net

CONNECT

